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Abstract

Janus-type Au/polythiophene (PT) composites have been prepared by utilizing the

liquid/liquid interface between water (W) and a hydrophobic ionic liquid (IL) as the

redox reaction site. AuCl−4 are reductively deposited and terthiophene are oxidatively

polymerized spacio-selectively at the IL|W interface, leading to the formation of the

Au/PT composites. The composites are Janus-type Au-attached PT plates with two

surface morphologies, flat surface and flower-like surface at the W and IL sides of the

plates at the IL|W interface, respectively. Not only the surface morphologies but also

attached Au structures are different at the two surfaces; Au microurchins on the flat

surface and dendritic Au nanofibers on the flower-like surface. Optical and scanning

electron microscopic observation has revealed that nanofibers and microurchins are

formed at the early and later stage of the reaction, respectively. Electrochemistry at

the IL|W interface has illustrated that electron transfer across the IL|W interface during

the formation of the Janus-type Au/PT composites is coupled with ion transfer of
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AuCl−4 to compensate for charge unbalance in the two liquid phases. AuCl−4 transferred

into IL is found to be the source of the dendritic Au nanofibers formed at the IL side

of the PT plates.

Introduction

The oil -water two-phase system is widely known to be utilized for the formation of metal

nanoparticles. Faraday used carbon disulfide-water two-phase system to make Au colloids

in the 19th century.1 Another and probably the most famous example is the Brust-Schiffrin

method2 in which thiols in oil are utilized as both of reducing agent and capping reagent for

the Au nanoparticles.3 When metal precursor is only dissolved in one phase and reducing

agent only in the other phase, the redox reaction for the metal nanoparticle formation can

be spatially limited at the oil|water (O|W) interface.4,5 In such cases, the phase boundary

potential across the O|W interface is expected to control the reaction rate and therefore

to control the size of nanoparticles. Not only metal nanoparticles but also polymer can

be formed via redox reaction at the O|W interface where monomer or oligomer reacts with

oxidizing agent.6–12 Polymer composites of metal13–17 and carbon nanomaterials18–20 have

also been reported by using the redox reaction at the O|W interface.

Ionic liquids (ILs), which are liquid salts entirely composed of cations and anions, can be

immiscible with water when the ions composing ILs are hydrophobic. Such a hydrophobic

IL is a candidate as an alternative of oil for the oil-water two-phase system. From the

viewpoint of materials chemistry, the IL-water two-phase system has been utilized as a

redox-reaction site for the formation of nanostructures of Au,21–23 Ag,24,25 Pd,26 and Co26

and Ag-polypyrrole composites.27,28 We have also found that dendritic Au nanofibers are

formed at the IL|W interface, utilizing the spacio-selective redox reaction between metal

ion in W and reducing agent in IL at the IL|W interface.22,29 The redox reaction occurs

at the two-dimensional IL|W interface, however, the formed nanostructures, dendritic Au

nanofibers, have one-dimensional morphology. This intriguing geometry mismatch has been
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discussed with two characteristics of ILs: high viscosity on the order of Pa s and specific

interfacial structure, ionic multilayers,30,31 both of which seem to affect growing rate and

direction of Au nanostructures.22,29

In the present study, we extend the above-mentioned method, the formation of metal

nanostructures via redox reaction at the IL|W interface, to the formation of Janus-type

metal-polymer composites. It was achieved via redox reaction at the IL|W interface where

AuCl−4 in W is reductively deposited and 2,2’:5’,2”-terthiophene (T3) is oxidatively poly-

merized to polythiophene (PT), simultaneously. Previous studies reported that at the O|W

interface composites of Au and 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene can be formed.15,16 Au/PT com-

posites have been studied for the applications to pH sensor,32 biosensor,33,34 and catalyst.35

For the preparation of Janus structures, the O|W interface, in either case of macro-sized

flat one or micro-sized curved one at the surface of micelles and emulsions, has intensively

been used.36–38 Toth et al. used redox reaction at the O|W interface to prepare Janus

metal-graphene nanocomposites, by selectively depositing metal nanostructures on one side

of graphene adsorbed at the O|W interface.39 Not only the redox reaction but also hydroly-

sis,40,41 crosslinking,42 ligand exchange,43 and particle surface modification44 reactions have

been developed for the preparation of a wide variety of Janus structures at the O|W in-

terface. The present paper reports the use of the IL|W interface as the preparation site of

Janus structures. Note that there are some studies using ILs as the components of Janus

structures.45–47 We will show in the present study that the reaction mechanism for the for-

mation of the Janus-type Au/PT composites at the IL|W interface and how to control their

anisotropy.

Experimental

A highly hydrophobic IL, trioctylmethylammonium bis(nonafluorobutanesulfonyl)amide

([TOMA+][C4C4N−]), was used unless otherwise noted. [TOMA+][C4C4N−] was prepared48
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and purified49,50 similarly to the method reported previously. The experimental condition for

the formation of Au/PT composites at the IL|W interface is similar to the one for dendritic

Au nanofibers in our previous study,22 except for the reducing agent. T3 (Sigma-Aldrich),

a reducing agent in the present study, was dissolved in IL. HAuCl4 and T3, which are

dissolved in W and IL, respectively, do not partition into the other liquid phase. This

solubility constraints make the electron transfer (ET) between AuCl−4 and T3 occur only at

the IL|W interface. However, AuCl−4 (not HAuCl4) is driven to be transferred into IL, i.e.,

the ion transfer (IT) occurs, by electrochemical motive force generated by ET, which led

to the formation of the Janus-type Au decorated PT in the present study (see Results and

Discussion).

ET and IT across the IL|W interface, which constitutes the formation reaction of the

Au/PT composites, was electrochemically measured. A micropipette filled with W was

immersed in IL to form the micro-sized IL|W interface at the tip (inner diameter: 10 µm)

of the micropipette.51–53 The two-electrode electrochemical cell employed is:

I II III IV V

Ag/AgCl 50 mM LiCl 10 mmol kg−1 T3 10 mM AuCl−4 Ag/AgCl

50 mM Li+[C4C4N−] 100 mM HCl

(Wref) ([TOMA+][C4C4N−]) (W)

(Cell I)

where M denotes mol dm−3. As a counter/reference electrode, a glass cylinder filled with

Wref (phase II) was also immersed in IL. Ag/AgCl (phases I and V) wires were inserted into

the micropipette and the glass cylinder. The voltage, E, was applied to the right-hand-side

terminal (phase V) with respect to the left (phase I). The current I due to the transfer of

cations from W to [TOMA+][C4C4N−] is taken to be positive.

The above system (Cell I) records current due to both of ET and IT across the IL|W

interface. In order to analyze only ET we adopted ECSOW (electron-conductor separating
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oil-water) system,22,54,55 where the liquid-liquid interface is separated by electron conductor

to prevent IT. In the present case for the IL|W interface the electrochemical cell is as follows

I II III III’ IV’ IV V

Ag/ 50 mM LiCl 10 mmol kg−1 T3 Pt Au 10 mM AuCl−4 Ag/

AgCl 50 mM Li+[C4C4N−] 100 mM HCl AgCl

(Wref) ([TOMA+][C4C4N−]) (W)

(Cell II)

In Cell II, we immersed Au wire (phase IV’) into W (phase IV) and immersed Pt microelec-

trode with a tip diameter of 10 µm (phase III’) into [TOMA+][C4C4N−] (phase III). The Au

wire and the Pt microelectrode were electrically connected by a lead wire. Since the area

of the Pt|IL interface is several order of magnitudes smaller than the Au|W interface, the

recorded current is limited by processes for ET at Pt|IL interface (mass transfer and redox of

T3). For the measurements with Cells I and II, a potentiostat (HECS972 with the headbox

972-1, Fuso) was used and the temperature was controlled at 25.0 ◦C by circulating water

in the jacket of the cells from a water bath.

In order to investigate the morphology of the Au/PT composites formed at the IL|W

interface, macro-sized IL|W interface was formed by filling a glass bottle (inner diameter:

12 mm) with 0.38 g of IL containing 10 mmol kg−1 T3 (phase III) and 1.15 g of W contain-

ing 10 mM AuCl−4 (phase IV). The sample was left for 7 days at room temperature. The

obtained deposits (black film) were collected and suspended in methanol. The suspension

was centrifuged and the supernatant was removed. This washing procedure was repeated

three time and the deposits were dried in air. The nanostructures on a carbon tape are

observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM, ultra-55, Zeiss) equipped with energy dis-

persive x-ray spectrometer (EDX). The morphology of the composites did not change with or

without centrifugation. To investigate the deposition process of the composites at the IL|W
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interface, we performed in-situ optical microscopic observation of the IL|W interface and

SEM observation of “quenched” deposits. For the former, an optical microscope (BX51M,

Olympus) equipped with 2x objective lens was used to observe the IL|W interface from the

top (from W side). For the latter, the sample was retrieved from the two-phase system at

several stages after the contact of the two phases and observed by SEM.

Results and Discussion

In the two-phase IL-W system containing T3 in IL and AuCl−4 in W, deposits (black film)

were spontaneously formed, indicating that ET across the IL|W interface occurred. ET

across the IL|W interface was electrochemically measured using Cell II. Fig.1a shows the

CVs for ET. Note that in this measurements IL and W are separated by metal electrodes so

that we can detect ET but not IT across the IL|W interface. One can see positive current

due to ET from IL to W during the positive-going scan. ET from IL to W corresponds to

the combination of the following two half-reactions at the W and IL sides of the interface,

respectively

AuCl−4 (W) + 3e− → Au(σ) + 4Cl−(W) (1)

nT3(IL)→ PT(σ) + 2nH+(IL) + 2ne− (2)

where σ denotes the interface. In the negative-going scan of the CVs, negative current due

to backward reactions of eqs 1 and 2 is discernible. Both of the positive and negative current

increase with increasing the cycle number of CVs as shown in Fig.1a. This is because PT,

which is redox-active polymer56 and generated by the oxidation of T3 in eq 2, forms the film

on the Pt electrode57 and joins ET via doping/dedoping of anions as follows;

PT(σ) +mC4C4N−(IL) ⇀↽ PTm+ ·mC4C4N−(σ) +me− (3)
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where m is the number of the doped anions in PT. Note that ET never individually proceeds

without the help of either electrochemical instruments or other coupled charge transfer that

can cancel out the charge unbalance in W and IL caused by ET. The spontaneous formation

of the deposits in the IL-W two-phase system indicates that other charge transfer should be

coupled with ET shown in eqs 1-3. We investigated the coupled charge transfer across the

IL|W interface.

Figure 1: Cyclic voltammograms at the IL|W interface (a) for the ET using Cell II at 2nd
cycle (blue), 10th cycle (red), 15th cycle (black), (b) for the IT and ET using Cell I, (c)
for the IT using Cell I but without T3 in IL and with 0 (blue), 1 (red), and 10 (black) mM
AuCl−1

4 in W. Scan rate: 100 mV s−1.

Figure 1b shows a CV at the IL|W interface without blocking IT using Cell I, where both

ET and IT occur. One can see almost linear shape in the CV, which means nonpolarized

behavior composed of the currents of two charge transfers with opposite sign.58 The open

circuit potential (OCP), at which net current is zero, is around−300 mV and the spontaneous

reaction for the formation of the deposits proceeds at OCP. The positive current in Fig.1b

originates from ET as one can see positive current rise due to ET at potentials more positive
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than OCP in Fig.1a. The positive current is compensated for by negative current due to

other charge transfer, resulting in the nonpolarized CV in Fig.1b.

Two candidates can be considered as the charge transfer that generates the negative

current in Fig.1b. One is IT of H+, which is generated via eq 2, from IL to W

H+(IL)→ H+(W) (4)

The other is IT of AuCl−4 from W to IL

AuCl−4 (W)→ AuCl−4 (IL) (5)

as was the case for the formation of dendritic Au nanofibers at the IL|W interface.22 In

Fig.1c shown are the CVs for IT of AuCl−4 measured using Cell I without T3 in IL. One

can see negative current at potentials more negative than OCP (−300 mV). To examine

how much the former candidate, IT of H+ (eq 4), possibly contributes to the coupling with

ET, we performed a control experiment. We prepared tetraoctylammonium AuCl−4 ,55 a salt

with hydrophobic cation, and dissolved it in IL instead of dissolving HAuCl4 in W for the

formation of Au/PT in a glass bottle. In that case, IT of AuCl−4 in eq 5 does not occur

because AuCl−4 ions are initially in IL. If IT of H+ is coupled with ET, ET and IT would

spontaneously proceed in the glass-bottle experiment. As a result, we were not able to

obtain any deposits, suggesting that ions for IT coupled with ET is not H+ but AuCl−4 .

Although it is uncertain how the generated H+ ions, which is generally highly hydrophilic,59

are stabilized in IL, they presumably exist around anions in IL: C4C4N− (IL-anion) or AuCl−4 .

Summarizing the electrochemical experiments to reveal the reaction mechanism, ET (eqs 1-

3) and IT of AuCl−4 (eq 5) are found to simultaneously occur for the spontaneous formation

of the Au/PT composites. As will be discussed below, IT of AuCl−4 is an important process

not only because it cancels out the charge unbalance caused by ET, but also because it is

essential to form Au nanofibers in IL.
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We formed a two-phase IL-W system containing AuCl−4 in W and T3 in IL and analyzed

deposits that were spontaneously formed at the IL|W interface. From the SEM observation,

it was found that deposits are plates having two surface morphologies. Two SEM images

for the two surface morphologies are shown in Fig.2. Figure 2a shows flat surface on which

urchin-like structures with a size of 10-30 µm are attached (see Fig.S1 for the magnified

SEM image). The other SEM image in Fig.2b is for flower-like surface on which one can

see dendritic nanofibers with a diameter of 50-100 nm and a length of more than 8 µm. In

the EDX analysis the elements C and S were detected for the plate and Au was detected

for the attached structures (Figs.S2 and S3), indicating that the deposits are PT plates

having flat and flower-like surfaces on which Au microurchins and dendritic Au nanofibers

are attached, respectively. In the EDX analysis O, F, Au, Cl were also detected for the PT

plate (Fig.S4), indicating that not only C4C4N− (eq 3) but also AuCl−4 are doped into the

PT via its oxidation. The half-reaction equation for the latter is as follows.

PT(σ) +mAuCl−4 (W) ⇀↽ PTm+ ·mAuCl−4 (σ) +me− (6)

The doping of AuCl−4 into PT was reported to stabilize PT structures.60,61 The doping

reaction is another charge-compensation reaction than IT of AuCl−4 in the later stage of the

formation of the Au/PT composites as will be discussed below.

It is natural to think that the two surface morphologies stem from the geometrical and

physicochemical heterogeneity of the IL|W interface, where the deposition reaction pro-

ceeds. To confirm which of the flat and flower-like surfaces faces to the IL and W sides of

the IL|W interface, we used another hydrophobic IL, trioctylmethylammonium tetrakis[3,5-

bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate ([TOMA+][TFPB−]), that has melting point higher than

room temperature (36 ◦C).? During the deposition, the temperature for the IL-W two-phase

system was kept at 50 ◦C where [TOMA+][TFPB−] is liquid. After the completion of the

deposition the temperature was lowered to room temperature and [TOMA+][TFPB−] was
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IL

W

Figure 2: SEM images of the Janus-type Au/PT composites for (a) the W side with Au
microurchins and (b) the IL side with dendritic Au nanofibers.

solidified by keeping the orientation of the deposition at the IL|W interface. The W phase

was removed and the surface of the deposits on the solidified [TOMA+][TFPB−] was ob-

served with SEM. The SEM observation revealed that the W side of the Au/PT composites

has flat surface with Au microurchins (Fig.S5). On the other hand, both of the two surface

morphologies were observed in the SEM images for the deposits after the washing procedure

without keeping the orientation of the composites, as is the case for [TOMA+][C4C4N−] in

Fig.2. These observations suggest that the IL side of the Au/PT composites is the flower-like

surface with dendritic Au nanofibers. Therefore, the deposits are found to be Janus-type

Au/PT composites formed at the IL|W interface as schematically shown in Fig.2.

To further investigate the deposition process we performed in-situ optical microscopic

observation of the IL|W interface and SEM observation of “quenched” deposits. In the

optical microscopic observation, black film, PT plates, appeared on the IL|W interface after
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Figure 3: Optical microscopic images of the IL|W interface observed from the top (W side)
at several stages after the contact of the two phases.

the contact of the two phases and the area increased with increasing time (Fig.3). The film

fully covered the IL|W interface in 30 h. We also took SEM images of the deposits retrieved

from the two-phase system at 20, 30, and 50 h after the contact of the two phases. The

Au microurchins on the flat surface are scarce at 20 h and increased the number and size

with increasing time (Fig.4), whereas dendritic Au nanofibers were already observed at 20

h and did not increase their number and density much. From these results, the formation

mechanism of the Janus-type Au/PT composites is schematically drawn in Fig.5. In the

first stage, ET occurs, producing seeds of PT and Au at the IL|W interface (Fig.5a). IT of

AuCl−4 is coupled with ET, resulting in the increase in the AuCl−4 concentration at the IL

side of the IL|W interface. In the second stage until around 20 h (Fig.5b), ET and IT keep

proceeding, with PT growing along with the IL|W interface to form flat surface at the W

side and also flower-like surface at the IL side. AuCl−4 in IL is reduced to be dendritic Au

nanofibers,

AuCl−4 (IL) + 3e− → Au(σ) + 4Cl−(IL) (7)
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(a)
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30 µm 20 µm

20h

30h 50h

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: SEM images for the (a) flower-like and (b-d) flat surfaces of PT plates retrieved
during the reaction from the two-phase system at (a,b) 20, (c) 30, and (d) 50 h.

followed by the release of Cl− to W.

Cl−(IL)→ Cl−(W), (8)

The combination of these two processes with IT of AuCl−4 (eq 5) leads to the half-reaction

of eq 1. This indicates the importance of the transfer of Cl−; the transfer of this hydrophilic

anion59 from hydrophobic IL to W decreases the Gibbs energy for ET and therefore makes

ET occur at moderate potentials as shown in Fig.1a. In other words, ET without the transfer

of Cl− cannot be coupled with IT of AuCl−4 and does not occur spontaneously. In the third

stage around 30-50 h, PT fully covers the IL|W interface and block IT of AuCl−4 , facilitating

AuCl−4 reduced at the W side of the interface (Fig.5c). From the observation, ET continued

even after the block of IT of AuCl−4 , which is the charge compensation process against ET.

The charge compensation without IT of AuCl−4 is likely to be attained by AuCl−4 doping

into PT from W (eq 6), which is supported by the EDX analysis of the composites (Fig.S4).

This reaction can be coupled with and drive the reduction of AuCl−4 (eq 1), making Au
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microurchins growing on the W side of the PT plates. In the final stage until around 170

h, the concentration of AuCl−4 in W decreases and the mass transfer of AuCl−4 from W

bulk to the interface becomes slow and diffusion-limited, leading to dendritic growth of Au

microurchins on the flat surface of PT (Fig.5d).

PT

W

AuCl4−

Au

T3

AuCl4− Cl−

T3

H+AuCl4− Cl−

AuCl4−

Au

Cl−
AuCl4− Cl−

Au
PT

T3

IL
T3

Cl−

Au

AuCl4−

Cl−

PTPT

AuCl4−

(b) ～20 h (c) 30～50 h (d) ～170 h(a) ～0 h

Figure 5: Schematics of the reaction mechanism for the formation of Au/PT composites at
(a) 0, (b) 20, (c) 30-50, and (c) 170 h.

Finally, we explored the possibility to make PT planes having Au structures only at

one side of the plates, as is the case with a study on polymer plates for micro-motors in

which Pt nanoparticles are attached only on one side of the plate.62 PT planes having

dendritic Au nanofibers on the flower-like plane only (without Au microurchins on the flat

surface) was already realized by retrieving the Au/PT composites during the reaction at 20 h

(Fig.S7). This can be explained by the mechanism proposed above; dendritic Au nanofibers

are formed at the early stage, whereas Au microurchins are formed at the later stage (Fig.3).

The formation of another type of the Janus-type Au/PT composites, PT plates having

Au microurchins on the flat surface, was also possible. This was accomplished by adding

Li+[C4C4N−] in W. C4C4N− is more hydrophobic than AuCl−4 ; the former determines the

positive limit of the potential window in Fig.1c, having mid-point potential for the transfer

beyond the positive limit whereas the latter transfers across the IL|W interface within the

potential window (more hydrophobic anion has more positive mid-point potential in the
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present definition). When C4C4N− is present in W, C4C4N− transfers into IL instead of

AuCl−4 during the deposition process, preventing IT of AuCl−4 . The formed composites

showed Au only on the flat surface with the morphology of microurchins but no Au on the

flower-like surface (Fig.S6). This result illustrates that IT of AuCl−4 is a critical process to

make dendritic Au nanofibers, even without PT as our previous study.22

Conclusions

In conclusion, the present study showed that the IL|W interface can be a redox reaction site

for the formation of Janus-type composites. One of possible applications of the Au/PT com-

posites is substrates for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-based sensors and diag-

nostics. Synergistic SERS enhancing effect has been recently reported for thiophene oligomer

film having flower-like surface morphology on which Au nanoparticles are attached.63 Au in

the Au/PT composites would be replaced by Pt or Pd for the catalyst applications, by

applying the preparation system of Pt and Pd nanofibers at the IL|W interface that we

have recently developed. Because the stages at which Au microurchins and dendritic Au

nanofibers are formed are different, the formation of Janus-type bimetal sandwiches of PT

would also be possible, as was realized for bimetal sandwiches of graphene formed at the

O|W interface.39,64
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